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Award for ALNO Kitchens  

 

 German Design Award 2016 for ALNOCERA Concretto and ALNOSTAR 

PLAN oxide grey  

 ALNOSTAR SIGN / ALNOSUND is “Kitchen Innovation of the Year 2016”  

 Judges commend kitchen manufacturer for innovative design, functionality 

and craftsmanship 

 CSO Andreas Sandmann: “Awards confirm the ALNO brand’s product 

quality, ultra-modern technology and high design standard”.  

 

Pfullendorf, 18 May 2016 – ALNO AG, one of the world’s leading kitchen 

manufacturers, has always combined product design with functionality and 

home aesthetics. The company has already won a number of renowned awards 

for this. Now, a further three kitchen honours have been added to that total: the 

German Design Award 2016 for the ALNOCERA Concretto ceramic kitchen and 

ALNOSTAR PLAN oxide grey and the popular consumer prize “Kitchen 

Innovation of the Year” for ALNOSTAR SIGN / ALNOSUND. 

ALNOCERA Concretto – sophisticated and refined 

At EuroCucina 2016 in Milan the award-winning ALNO products were already among 

the highlights of the international kitchen fair. Notably, the ALNOCERA Concretto 

ceramic kitchen was voted the “German Design Award 2016 - Winner” in the 

Excellent Product Design category by the German Design Council for its 

sophisticated and refined concrete look. “A stylish and sustainable solution with a 

very interesting material mix”, was the judges’ verdict.  
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ALNOSTAR PLAN oxide grey – user-friendly and rugged 

In addition, the German Design Council awarded the ALNOSTAR PLAN oxide grey 

kitchen the “German Design Award 2016 – Special Mention” for its melamine finish, an 

exclusive development. The judges particularly appreciated the visual suggestion of 

oxidised steel surfaces, which underscores the current design trend for vintage finishes 

with haptic appeal and metal textures. Also, the German Design Council noted, its 

ruggedness makes the kitchen perfect for coping with the demands of everyday life. 

   

The internationally respected German Design Award is bestowed annually by the 

German Design Council. The Frankfurt-based foundation is one of the leading 

international centres for design competence. Its mission is to discover, present and 

make awards to unique design trends. The award-winning products and projects are 

pioneers of their kind on the German and international design landscape.  

 

ALNOSTAR SIGN / ALNOSUND – harmonious interplay of finishes and colours 

In the Kitchen Innovation of the Year 2016 consumer competition, consumers gave 

the ALNOSTAR SIGN kitchen line the ‘Outstanding Product’ rating in the Kitchen 

Furniture and Fittings category. The judges praised this new kitchen line in 

combination with ALNOSUND for its functionality, innovation and design. The kitchen 

offers almost unlimited design possibilities and a harmonious interplay of different 

lacquer finishes and colours. The easy-care tiled recess back panels with motifs in 

glass or melamine are a smart alternative to conventional tiled back panels.     

The annual Kitchen Innovation of the Year award by the LifeCare consumer initiative 

is an internationally recognized and respected seal of quality which is awarded with 

the aim of highlighting particularly consumer-friendly products and thus providing 

solid support for purchase decisions. The best products in each category are 

nominated by a panel of experts for the consumers’ vote. The award celebrates its 

tenth anniversary this year.    

“We are delighted by the three awards. They are confirmation not only of our product 

quality, but also of the ALNO brand’s aspiration in terms of innovative design and 
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ultra-modern technology”, said Chief Sales Officer (CSO) Andreas Sandmann, and 

emphasized, “We want to continue setting standards in the kitchen design of the 

future”.  

 

About ALNO AG: 

With a workforce of around 2,200 men and women, ALNO AG is one of Germany's leading kitchen 

manufacturers. With four international production facilities, the group supplies a complete range of kitchen 

products for the German and international markets. In addition to the core brand ALNO, the ALNO Group also 

includes the brands Wellmann, Pino, Piatti and Forster Swiss Steel Kitchens or ALNOINOX. Working with over 

6,000 sales partners, the ALNO Group operates in more than 60 countries around the world. In the financial year 

2015, the company generated a turnover of € 522 million. Exports accounted for around 56 percent of total sales. 
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Legal notice: 

This Press Release may contain certain future-oriented statements based on current assumptions and prognoses 

by the corporate management of ALNO AG or of companies affiliated with ALNO AG. As a result of various 

known and unknown risks and contingencies, as well as other factors, the actual results, financial position, 

development or performance of ALNO AG and of the companies affiliated with ALNO AG may diverge 

significantly from the appraisals given here. Neither ALNO AG nor the companies affiliated with ALNO AG accept 

any obligation to update such future-oriented statements and bring them into line with future events or 

developments. 


